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Companion Web Site [CWS]
This "Companion Web Site" to my Civic Patronage in the Roman Empire [Leiden; Brill, 2014]
contains a number of spreadsheets that break down the epigraphical data into manageable
‘profiles’.
Please note that in order to format the PDF to display across one "page" / screen, some
compromises had to be made; that is, it was not possible to provide all the data in all the
columns in one useable PDF. The omissions will be covered in separate profiles. As noted
below, I am ready to send an electronic version [Excel Spreadsheet] to interested scholars.
The Program
Part I: The basics: Columns have the following headings: Inventory No., nomen cognomen,
evidence, and client and benefactions = NicolsPDF_I [Available 1 March 2014]
Part II: The profile of the patron [available spring, 2014]
Part III: The profile of the client community [Available early summer, 2014]
Part IV: The profile of benefactions, material and administrative. The material will be
arranged in three PDFs [available mid summer, 2014]:
 by the nomen of the patron = NicolsPDF IV 1
 by the location of the client community, first by province and then by client
community = NicolsPDF IV 2, and
 sorted chronologically without reference to location = NicolsPDF IV 3.
These 'profiles' do complement one another; taken separated they may be awkward to use.
As noted above and below the complete spread sheet is available on request.
Part V: The profile of the monument / inscription. [available late summer, 2014]
I am grateful for any corrections, supplements or comments to improve the presentation. I
hope to post updates with corrections by the end of 2014.
Please note that an Excel spreadsheet with all the data is also available on request.
J. Nicols, Eugene, Oregon, 1 March 2014
Contact Information:
 email: nic@uoregon.edu;
 phone in US: 541.346.4817.
I am grateful to Marianne S. Nicols and to Levi Waschmann for their assistance in
developing the profiles and to Catherine Flynn‐Purvis of the University / Knight Library for
posting and maintaining the CWS.

